
Name:  ____________________________     Spelling List E-7

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Jasmine cleaned the lenses of her glasses.      1.  _________________

2.  Our dog just had a litter of puppys.        2.  _________________

3.  Today my dad is replacing the shelfs in the closet.      3.  _________________

4.  The shiny new pennies gleamed in the sunlight.      4.  _________________

5.  The team of oxin pulled the covered wagon.      5.  _________________

6.  The rooves on the three sheds will be replaced this year.     6.  _________________

7.  What a mess those gease made on the front lawn!      7.  _________________

8.  The shelter opens its doors to homeless familys.       8.  _________________

9.  Carey was excited to see the monkeys at the zoo.      9.  _________________

10.  Rumors spread about the local band of theaves.     10.  _________________

11.  Two new bakeries have opened in town this spring.    11.  _________________

12.  The battaries in the flashlight need to be replaced.    12.  _________________
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13.  The wives chatted together at the kitchen table.    13.  _________________

14.  Mom took two steaming loafs of bread out of the oven.   14.  _________________

15.  Bradley was excited to have baked potatos with dinner.  15.  _________________

16.  In health class, Frank learned about the body's intestines. 16.  _________________

17.  Children at that age should not be handling knifes!    17.  _________________

18.  Aunt Gigi told Dana to pick tomatoes from the garden.    18.  _________________

19.  The adresses on that side of the road are odd numbers.    19.  _________________

20.  How many old radios are up there in that dusty attic?    20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  Grandpa loves to sit on the front poarch and read.    21.  _________________

22.  Christopher Columbus was a famous explorer.    22.  _________________

23.  I wish I had a qarter for every time you said that!    23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  The grading critiria for the essay were quite fair.    24.  _________________

25.  Do you think the school's alumni will show their support?    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Jasmine cleaned the   lenses   of her glasses. 1.  CORRECT

2.  Our dog just had a litter of   puppys.    2.  puppies

3.  Today my dad is replacing the   shelfs   in the closet. 3.  shelves

4.  The shiny new   pennies   gleamed in the sunlight. 4.  CORRECT

5.  The team of   oxin   pulled the covered wagon. 5.  oxen

6.  The   rooves   on the three sheds will be replaced this year. 6.  roofs

7.  What a mess those   gease   made on the front lawn! 7.  geese

8.  The shelter opens its doors to homeless   familys. 8.  families

9.  Carey was excited to see the   monkeys   at the zoo. 9.  CORRECT

10.  Rumors spread about the local band of   theaves. 10.  thieves

11.  Two new   bakeries   have opened in town this spring.  11.  CORRECT

12.  The   battaries   in the flashlight need to be replaced.  12.  batteries
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13.  The   wives   chatted together at the kitchen table. 13.  CORRECT

14.  Mom took two steaming   loafs   of bread out of the oven. 14.  loaves

15.  Bradley was excited to have baked   potatos   with dinner. 15.  potatoes

16.  In health class, Frank learned about the body's   intestines. 16.  CORRECT

17.  Children at that age should not be handling   knifes! 17.  knives

18.  Aunt Gigi told Dana to pick   tomatoes   from the garden. 18.  CORRECT

19.  The   adresses   on that side of the road are odd numbers. 19.  addresses

20.  How many old   radios   are up there in that dusty attic? 20.  CORRECT

Review Words

21.  Grandpa loves to sit on the front   poarch   and read. 21.  porch

22.  Christopher Columbus was a famous   explorer. 22.  CORRECT

23.  I wish I had a   qarter   for every time you said that! 23.  quarter

Challenge Words

24.  The grading   critiria   for the essay were quite fair. 24.  criteria

25.  Do you think the school's   alumni   will show their support? 25.  CORRECT
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